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About This Game

A curse has befallen the Crescent Isle and it's up to you to save them. Luckily the curse has transformed your people into helpful
monsters such as drills, blobs, icicles, and gravity flipping...things. With your monster subjects in hand you'll have to drill

through rocks, maneuver through spiky terrain, freeze water to pass over the sea, and restore your kingdom to its former glory.

Key features:
Story Mode

Speedrun Mode
Boss Rush Mode

Sound Test
Local Co-op

Updated graphics and sound (from the Xbox 360 version)
Updated game engine with improved physics (ish)
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+ the idea is simple. moving through the obstacles by swapping the sisters (mouse left clicking) or jumping (right clicking).

+ however, it is not as easy as you think because you need to take care both sisters at the same time. (multi-tasking).

+ US$1.2 (70% off) for such an amazing game. it is a steal.. It's enjoyable and a low price.. Fencer, why don't you get a hobby
and leave me alone for a while?. SEAL OF APPROVAL. 10/10. Perfect game for those who love RPG and Galactic
Exploration!!!
Gameplay: 10/10
Customization: 10/10
Graphics: 10/10
Audio: 10/10
Interface: 10/10
Starship Customization: 15/10

You'll have fun with the epic progress of building your own spacecraft with lots of equipment and skill possibilities, and various
spaceships with cosmetic changes. The game present an easy system, rewarding you by just exploring, or making alliances, or
just going into space battles, or just mining or creating items.

Difficulty: 10/10 = The game is reasonable, the tutorial is enough, but it’s a RPG that requires thinking about what equips and
strategies you will use.. The idea behind this is brilliant, but as for the process itself, it's barely a game. You don't need to do
anything except for clicking! There's no motivation to dig in and actually think. No adventure game vibe, the story is flat, I
didn't enjoy it.
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this game is like a charecter i created on unity. jimmy. its my little slime charecter that flys jumps and follows me around.
._.. This game is the waste of money.
I tried to like it but it is no good at all.
The first few level is fun. However, after the first 5 level, the game is getting harder and repetitive.
There is no real different between the power of each god. No new strategy.

Not recommend. Even at the discount I still miss my money.

Over all this is a waste of time and money. Its ok :)
I never did complete it, maybe you can?

https://youtu.be/pX1NZ8rBsv4. Looks nice but boring and slow.. I dont even know where to begin about this game. In the few
hours that I have played so far I have become completely invested in the characters and in the story. They are all so loveable. Ive
only followed Yui's route so far and it has had me smiling, laughing and getting teary eyed. That to me is the sign of a fantastic
visual novel, when your invested in the characters and want to be in that world with them. The story has also been pretty well
written so far and is captivating. Although nothing grand in scale it is still a very endearing "highschool" story that is fun to play
though.

My only wish is that the game had a few more choices in it so far. Most of the choices are for getting you on route paths as far
as I can tell instead of actually having something like a conversation with the characters. I know in certain instances I wish I
could just speak for the MC but I understand how difficult it is to make a story with choices that have impact instead of having
meaningless choices just for the sake of having a lot of choices.

Also, more CGs...definetly need more of those.

Im looking forward to finishing this game, I think I still have time left and I cant wait to keep moving forward with these
characters!. Cool little game - demonstrates what a room scale game that runs well has the potential to deliver whilst maintaining
good graphical content. Excellent game with excellent atmosphere

You will search for treasures, solve puzzles, and battle with unfriendly pirates \/ monsters
I was a little hestitent at first to purchase but the game is really worth the buy
Overall, great graphics, no glitches (even though it's an Early Access title), and intuitive gameplay. Ehh, It's okay.. If you like
wandering around a kind of pretty environment and doing pretty much nothing except getting stuck on the sections of the map
until you figure out how to clip through a building, then this is the "game" for you. I got it as part of a Humble Bundle, so
basically free, and that's about the right price. If you have to pay for it, reconsider. There a a number of other better experiences
out there that cost you nothing and are more entertaining.. This is worse than Red Orchestra 2
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